
Vehicle Class Rules - RC Crawlers Melbourne 
 

Ultra-Scale (C0) 
Built to C1 spec, plus must have reasonably scale cabin interior and driver (scrutineer has veto). 

 

Class 1 (C1) 

Wheels & Tyres 

Maximum wheel diameter: 1.9” (ie. 1.55” okay; 2.2” not okay). 
Maximum tyre diameter: 4.19”/106mm, by tyre spec or by off-truck measure on table. 
Tyres must be scale in appearance (ie. no Hot Bodies Rover or Losi Rock Claws, etc.). 
Tyres must not be modified. 
 

Body 

Must have scale hard body or rock sliders and body must not be able to deflect on obstacles. 
Electronics must not be visible from side or above view. 
Cabin must have either tinted windows or a scale interior (seats, dash, etc.). 
No highly-modified body (including narrowed/dovetailed front/rear ends). 
Vehicle body must cover at least half of the tyres’ width. 
Maximum 30mm gap between tyres and guards. 
Must have front and rear bars, which must be scale vehicle bonnet width. 
If you use a tray, no rear bar is required but tray must extend past chassis rear. 

 

Chassis & Driveline 

Vehicle must have Chassis Mounted Servo (‘CMS’). 
Vehicle must have factory chassis rails; no after-market rails. 
Diffs must have same drive ratio on all axles (ie. no underdrive or overdrive gearing). 

 

Class 2 (C2) 

Wheels & Tyres 

Maximum wheel diameter: 1.9” (ie. 1.55” okay; 2.2” not okay). 
Maximum tyre diameter: 4.75”/120mm, by tyre spec or by off-truck measure on table. 
Minimal tyre modification allowed (eg. foam cuts) but tyre must be intact and foams cannot be visible. 
 

Body 

Vehicle body must cover at least the inside tyre walls. 
Front bar must cover most of the front of the body. 
Body must be unable to deflect on track obstacles. 
 
Chassis & Driveline 
Vehicle must have factory chassis rails; no after-market rails. 
Vehicle must not employ rear steering or DIG system (selectable disengagement of drive to rear axle). 

 

Class 3 (C3) 
Any 1.9” rock crawler (1.9” wheel diameter) with upgrades or modifications beyond C2 limits. 

 

Class 2.2 
Any 2.2” rock crawler (2.2” wheel diameter); must have a body or cage type chassis. 

 
Winches are allowed in all classes.           (Last updated: 29/5/2017) 


